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Module Two: Video Number 3:

How it Works: The Tipping Method
Welcome to Video #3 in the 2nd module. At the end of the first video we were hypothetically confronted
by the question, “How does it work?” And, I promised I would do my best to give the kind of answers
that might work for people sufficient at least to satisfy them enough that they might be persuaded to
try it for themselves. For, in the last analysis, that really is the only test. Does it work? If it does, then
why worry about how it works?

As we now know the tools are simple worksheets and processes that shift the energy around the
situation and cause the problem to be largely dissolved. It is in the execution of these processes that
the 5th stage, integration of the new story (the reframed version, that is), actually occurs.

And yet, the honest answer to the question, “How does The Tipping Method work?” is I don’t know. I
am not a quantum physicist. I’m sure that such a person could give a very good explanation about
how the tools work energetically within the context of a holographic universe; but for me, what is
important is that the tools seem to work. Period.

Even though I have been doing it for over 20 years, I never fail to be amazed by the results, given their
simplicity and ease of use. It’s still a mystery to me, for example, how they can work so quickly in
dissolving issues that people have struggled for years to resolve through traditional therapy, typically
with very little success. It’s even more mysterious and amazing to me that, when people use the
tools, it has an effect on situations, events, and circumstances in the outside world.

Such changes that occur are simply unexplainable — that is, unless we say it’s all about energy and
that the tools move the energy. But that’s the point where I choose to let the physicists do the explaining.

That said, there is another way I like to think about how the tools work. They seem to me to operate
in a way not dissimilar to how homeopathic remedies work. That is to say, they work holo-energetically
(using the energy of the whole). Being part of a holographic universe, each minute part of the universe
is not only connected energetically to the whole but actually contains the whole. Therefore, from an
energetic standpoint, you cannot change one part of it without affecting the whole.

Now, Homeopathy uses this principle by making remedies that affect the energy system of the
organism in exactly this way. The tiniest part of an active ingredient is put into water, and it’s then
diluted many thousands of times to the point where there is no physical trace of the substance left.
What does remain, however, is the energetic imprint of the substance and therein lies the power to
heal. When the person takes the remedy, the subtle body registers the imprint and becomes stimulated
to move energy in whatever way it needs in order to heal at all levels. The Tipping Method tools act in
exactly the same holographic way. When we use them, they act as the energetic imprint that has an
effect on the whole energy field. Acupuncture needles have the same effect, I believe.

Anyway, a more practical and down to earth way of describing how they work is that the tools essentially
bypass the intellect and allow us to connect into that part of the psyche which we call Spiritual
Intelligence. While mental and emotional intelligence serves the ego, Spiritual Intelligence is the
wisdom of the Higher Self. It is, therefore, connected to Universal Intelligence, which is why I think of
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the tools as being a form of prayer. I call it secular prayer. It’s secular in the sense that we are not
praying to any particular deity, just to whatever is one’s own sense of a Higher Intelligence.

I can also say with a high degree of certainty, based on many years of experience, that the Tipping
Method works ONLY if we use the tools provided for each of the strategies. It does not work if we try
to do the work mentally. That’s because the intellect is not the instrument that creates the shift that we
are looking for. Again, it is our Spiritual Intelligence that does the work, and that’s the very part of us
that the tools are designed to activate. That we must always use the tools is about the only rule that
we say must be followed.

Now, the tools fall into the following categories:

1. The Worksheet Technology

The worksheets constitute the core technology of the Tipping Method, and every strategy has at least
one worksheet. Most are free to anyone who wants to use them and can be downloaded from our
website. But, of course, you should have plenty of them on hand to give to clients to work with. And, a
big part of your work is to teach them how to use them properly and to encourage them to use one
whenever it would be helpful. When working with a client by phone, you will need to coach them on
the use of the worksheet by having your client be looking at a worksheet on the computer screen. Or,
failing that, both of you should have a paper copy in front of you.

The Radical Forgiveness Worksheet came first — actually in 1987 or thereabouts, almost 10 years
before I wrote the book. As I wrote some instructions on how to use the worksheet, I thought that one
day when I have the time and money, I might expand them into a book. Of course, I never had enough
time or enough money — or so I thought. (Actually, it was just Spirit’s way of getting me to wait until
the time was right, I think.)

I originally got the idea from Dr. Michael Ryce who had created a forgiveness worksheet back in
those early days, but I felt the need to develop my own. I didn’t realize until many years later that
the worksheet was more than just a way to marshal one’s thoughts or create some kind of mental
checklist. I now recognize it as being an energetic instrument that actually causes change at
many different levels of reality, at the speed of light and outside the limits of time and space.

Not only does it change the person doing it, but it also has an effect on the surrounding events
and circumstances that constitute the context in which the situation creating the need for
forgiveness is embedded. It is really quite amazing. And, as I said before, not being a quantum
physicist, I cannot tell you exactly how the technology works except to say that I think it employs our
Spiritual Intelligence which is the part of us that works at that energetic level.

Anyway, once I realized how powerful it was, I began to ask myself whether it would work for other
strategies as well. I found that it did, so that’s how it turns out that every strategy has a worksheet, and
they all follow, more or less, the same structure.

They all ask you to begin exactly where you are — feeling victimized, feeling out of abundance, in
grief over a loss, without a partner, unable to create a job, feeling disempowered, whatever — and to
explain the situation that you think is causing the discomfort. The worksheet asks you to acknowledge
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your feelings and love yourself for having them. Then you look to see how you might have interpreted
the situation or set yourself up for it, etc. Then once you see how you might have created the situation
for a purpose, you come to a new understanding of the situation in terms of the spiritual big picture.
That’s the reframe. The final step is to integrate the new story, or the reframe into the physical body.
And, that’s done by writing and also speaking everything out loud.

Now, regarding that last sentence, I wondered whether the effect would be the same if someone
keyed in the information on a computer. Surprisingly it did, so I then put the worksheets online.
So far, about 18,000 people have used the Radical Forgiveness one which was the first, and we
get great stories from people about how its changed their lives.

2. The 13-Steps (Audio) Technology

The 13-Steps technology came about as I looked for an even quicker way to transform energy than
by doing a worksheet. I realized that the content of a worksheet could be delivered orally on a CD, or
mp3 player, and could be listened to anywhere. It takes less than 10 minutes, where doing a worksheet
might take 30 minutes or more. All the person needs to do is to listen to the questions and answer
YES in a loud, clear voice to each question that requires a verbal response.

Each strategy has a 13-Step Process to offer, and you should encourage your clients to use them
whenever they have any kind of an upset. However, I do not see this technology as a replacement
for the worksheet in any one of the strategies. My advice always is whenever something comes
up that has a lot of energy attached to it, use the worksheet first. Then follow up with a few
sessions using the 13-Steps to complete the shift. On the other hand, if it’s not a major problem,
then, by all means, use the 13-Steps right away.

3. The Three Letters Process

Now the Three Letters process doesn’t quite fit either of the two categories except insofar as it
requires us to follow the same 5 Stages of Radical Forgiveness. It’s not a worksheet as such but a
set of instructions on how to write the letters. The first letter is the victim’s letter accusing the perpetrator
of committing a crime again him or her. So, that actually covers the first two stages — telling the story
and feeling the feelings. The second letter, which is more conciliatory and reflective, is equivalent to
collapsing the story, while the third letter is the reframe, pure and simple. I have to say I have come to
regard this as at least as powerful as doing the full Radical Forgiveness worksheet, which is why we
are making sure you know how to coach clients through the 3-letter experience and have made it a
requirement for certification.

In the next video, we go over the full range of tools that you will have at your disposal both for when
you are coaching people one-on-one and doing a group. That will then complete Module #2. And,
then you will take the Quiz for this module.
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